MORS Symposium Group Leadership as of 5/23/2016

Tutorials
Chair - Dr. Kenneth W. Lewis, ORSA Committee Chair, US Army Logistics University, Fort Lee, VA, (804) 765-4227, kenneth.w.lewis.civ@mail.mil

CEU Courses
Chair - Mr. Walter DeGrange, Principal Operations Research Analyst, CANA Advisors, (919) 442-8164, walter.degrange@gmail.com

Special Sessions
Chair - Dr. Jerry R. Smith, (703) 695-4888, Jerry.R.Smith1@navy.mil

Demos and Posters
Chair - Mr. Michael A. Ottenberg, Booz Allen Hamilton, (703) 476-0132, Michael.a.ottenberg.ctr@mail.mil

CG A Homeland and International Operations
Chair - Dr. Ross W. Snare, III, Snare Consulting LLC, (703) 610-2867, ross.snare@noblis.org
Co-Chair - Co-Chair Sample, 703, susan@mors.org

CG B C4ISR and Net-Centric Operations
Chair - Mr. Chen K. Lai, (410) 278-2320, chen.k.lai.civ@mail.mil
Advisor - Mr. Scott Schoeb, Supervisory ORA, (410) 278-6606, scott.g.schoeb.civ@mail.mil

CG C Joint Warfare
Chair - Mr. Michael G McMillie, Chief, Operations Research, Air Force Installation and Mission Support Center, 210-935-3124, michael.mcmillie.1@us.af.mil
Advisor - Mr. Chris R. Linhardt, Technical Director, Infoscitex Corporation, (937) 713-7204, clinhardt@infoscitex.com

CG D Resource/Readiness/Training
Chair - Dr. David A. Fulk, LMI, (757) 225-7672, dfulk@lmi.org

CG E Acquisition
Chair - Dr. Kevin John Loy, USA (Ret), Senior Operations Research Analyst, US Army Manpower Analysis Agency, 703-298-2242, theloy@sbcglobal.net
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CG F Interdisciplinary Advances in OR
Chair - Major Steven Dillenburger, USAF, (571)256-7708, steven.dillenburger@us.af.mil
Chair - Lt Col Emily Knight, PhD, Campaign Analyst, USAF, emily.a.knight.mil@mail.mil

CG G Hybrid Warfare
Chair - Mr. Vernon J. Bahm, Operations Research Analyst, Center for Army Analysis, (703) 806-6642, vernon.j.bahm.civ@mail.mil

WG 1 Strategic Operations National Security Analysis
Chair - Christopher Latham, Air Force Nuclear Weapon Center, Christopher.Latham.2@us.af.mil
Co-Chair - Mr. George Muller, (509) 375-6619, george.muller@pnnl.gov
Co-Chair - Angela Waterworth, AFMC AFNWC, angela.waterworth@gmail.com
Co-Chair - Dr. Lalit K. Yudhbir, Systems Planning and Analysis, Inc., (571) 242-0463, lyudhbir@spa.com
Advisor - Dr. Robert Brigantic, Senior Operations Research Scientist, (509) 375-3675, robert brigantic@pnnl.gov
Advisor - Mr. Richard A. Paulsen, (505) 853-3041, richard.paulsen@kirtland.af.mil
Advisor - Mr Mark Sisson, STRATCOM, (402) 212-7162, sissonmarkr@gmail.com

WG 2 Chemical, Biological, Radiological, Nuclear, and Advanced Explosives (CBRNE) Defense
Chair - MAJ Matt G. Dorsey, Operations Research Analyst, DTRA, (703) 781-0630, matt.g.dorsey.mil@mail.mil
Co-Chair - Dariusz Basiaga, Physicist, (703) 767-6359, Dariusz.Basiaga@dtra.mil
Co-Chair - Mr. Eric Jason Lowenstein, Mathematician, Defense Threat Reduction Agency, eric.j.lowenstein.civ@mail.mil
Co-Chair - Mr. Fred J. Oppel, III, (505) 844-7929, fjoppel@sandia.gov
Advisor - Andrew Wiedlea, Dr., (505) 310-5482, andrew.wiedlea@dtra.mil
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WG 3 Infrastructure Analyses, Protection and Recovery
Chair - Prof. David L. Alderson, Naval Postgraduate School, (831) 656-1814, dlalders@nps.edu
Co-Chair - Prof. Gerald G. Brown, Distinguished Professor of Operations Research, Naval Postgraduate School, (831) 656-2140, gbrown@nps.edu
Co-Chair - Dr. Igor Linkov, Risk and Decision Science Focus Area Lead, (617) 233-9869, igor.linkov@usace.army.mil
Co-Chair - Ms. Nicole Sikula, Biologist, U.S. Army Environmental Command, 210-466-1772, nicole.r.sikula.civ@mail.mil
Advisor - (Ret.) LtCol Anthony O’Connor, P3S, (703) 859-6471, tonyoconnor1234@aol.com

WG 4 Homeland Security, Homeland Defense and Civil Support
Chair - Dr. Geoffrey Berlin, Dept of Homeland Security, geoffrey.berlin@hq.dhs.gov
Co-Chair - Dr. Robert Brigantic, Senior Operations Research Scientist, (509) 375-3675, robert.brigantic@pnnl.gov
Co-Chair - Dr. Gerardo Luis Garcia, Senior Principal, (703) 983-2653, ggarcia@mitre.org
Co-Chair - Ms. Cherie D. Gott, Operations Research Analyst, NORAD and USNORTHCOM, (719) 671-2399, cherie.d.gott.civ@mail.mil
Co-Chair - Ms. Laura M. Sears, (703) 767-6046, laura.sears@dtra.mil
Co-Chair - Dr. Julie A. Seton, President/CEO, Indelible Enterprises, (575) 639-3158, julie@indentus.com
Advisor - Dr. Ross W. Snare, III, Snare Consulting LLC, (703) 610-2867, ross.snare@noblis.org

WG 5 Information and Cyber Operations
Chair - Lyman Raymond Moquin, Commander, USN, (703) 614-0640, lyman.moquin@navy.mil
Co-Chair - Michael Cerchio, MAJ, US Army TRADOC Analysis Center, michael.w.cerchio.mil@mail.mil
Co-Chair - (Ret.) LTC David Lee Silvernail, Jr, Tactical Analysis Team Lead, SMDC/ARSTRAT, (256) 955-1355, david.l.silvernail.civ@mail.mil
Co-Chair - LTC Brian Douglas Wisniewski, USAR, DoD Resilience Technology Portfolio Manager, 440-235-0723, brian.d.wisniewski.mil@mail.mil
Advisor - Mr. John M Diaz, Senior Engineer, (937) 255-7584, john.diaz@wpafb.af.mil
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WG 6 Battle Management Command and Control (BMC2)
Chair - Mr. Scott A. Fischer, Senior Associate, Booz Allen Hamilton, 937-781-2815, fischer_scott@bah.com
Chair - Mariah Kelly, Administration and Registration Assistant, Military Operations Research Society, 215-595-7630, mariah.kelly@mors.org
Co-Chair - Mr. Michael W. Garrambone, FS, Military Operations Research Analyst, InfoSciTex Corporation: A DCS Company, 937-233-3255, mgarrambone@aol.com
Co-Chair - Chris Moore, AF/A9, 571-256-2114, christopher.m.moore141.civ@mail.mil
Advisor - Ms. Eun-Joo L. Ketcham, NAVAIR, (760) 939-4261, eun-joo.ketcham@navy.mil

WG 7 ISR and Intelligence
Chair - Dr. Richard Heine, (410) 278-6360, richard.w.heine.civ@mail.mil
Chair - Ms. Elizabeth A Jones, USAMSAA, (410) 278-6366, elizabeth.a.jones252.civ@mail.mil
Co-Chair - Dr. Stephen B Chaney, Chief of Analysis, US Army, (706) 224-8065, stephen.b.chaney@gmail.com
Co-Chair - Mr. Chen K. Lai, (410) 278-2320, chen.k.lai.civ@mail.mil
Co-Chair - Mr. James Richards, Operations Research Analyst, US Army Corps of Engineers, ERDC, 6036464703, james.e.richards@usace.army.mil
Advisor - Mr. Timothy Dale Elder, Systems Engineer - Sr. Staff, (858) 925-9321, tim.elder@lmco.com
Advisor - Mr. Scott Schoeb, Supervisory ORA, (410) 278-6606, scott.g.schoeb.civ@mail.mil

WG 8 Space Acquisition, Testing and Operations
Chair - Capt. Joseph Hoecherl, USAF, (240) 612-4062, joseph.c.hoecherl@gmail.com
Co-Chair - Leisha Schiess, Officer Personnel Policy Analyst, USAF, 2406124055, leisha.m.schiess.mil@mail.mil
Co-Chair - Mr Steven G Toler, Space and Strategic Analysis Team Lead, USASMDC/ARSTRAT, steven.g.toler.civ@mail.mil
Advisor - Mr Mike Tomlinson, Sr ORSA, SAIC Studies & Analysis Division, SAIC, (256) 864-8355, tomlinsonw@saic.com
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WG 9 Air and Missile Defense
Chair - Brian Morgan, US Navy, 703-614-0223, Brian.L.Morgan@navy.mil
Co-Chair - Richard Austin, (334) 953-7601, richard.austin.6@us.af.mil
Co-Chair - LCDR Ronald Cappellini, U.S. Navy, (703) 614-2156, ronald.d.cappellini@gmail.com
Co-Chair - David Halloran, Senior Principal Engineer, Torch Technologies, (719) 721-7257, david.halloran@torchtechnologies.com
Co-Chair - Dr. Bruce Robinson, (256) 955-9308, brobinso@mitre.org
Advisor - Mr. Jonathan Francis, AMD Analyst, Torch Technologies, (256) 955-2256, jon.francis@torchtechnologies.com
Advisor - Dr. Richard C. Goodwin, Director C2BMC Tri-Service Cell, MDA/BCO, 402-980-5459, rich.goodwin@mda.mil

WG 10 Joint Campaign Analysis
Chair - Dr. David Knudson, Deputy Division Chief, Campaign Analysis Division, CAA, US Army, (703) 806-5317, knutrok@msn.com
Co-Chair - Mr. Paul James Bross, (757) 935-9504, paul.bross@lmco.com
Co-Chair - Cory Culver, cory.l.culver.mil@mail.mil
Co-Chair - Dr. David Knudson, Deputy Division Chief, Campaign Analysis Division, CAA, US Army, (703) 806-5317, knutrok@msn.com
Co-Chair - Thomson McFarland, USMC, (703) 432-8560, thomson.mcfarland@usmc.mil
Co-Chair - Mr. William H. Woodson, Jr, Branch Head, Joint and External Analysis, HQMC, (703) 784-6017, william.woodson@usmc.mil
Advisor - Mr. Douglas Boerman, Operations Research Analyst, (703) 693-3352, douglas.a.boerman.civ@mail.mil
Advisor - Mr. Miles Doug Edwards, (703) 806-5615, miles.douglas.edwards@gmail.com
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WG 11 Land and Expeditionary Warfare
Chair - Mrs. Laurie Hable, Operations Research Analyst, Wargaming and Simulation Directorate, TRAC-FLVN, (913) 684-9161, laurie.k.hable.civ@mail.mil
Co-Chair - Amy Bednar, amy.e.bednar@usace.army.mil
Co-Chair - Mr. Robert E. Horton, II, (913) 684-9211, Robert.Hortonii@us.army.mil
Co-Chair - MAJ Michael Anthony Landin, Operations Research Analyst, (575) 678-7872, michael.a.landin.mil@mail.mil
Co-Chair - MAJ Robert Eric Medina, Combat Operations Analyst, robert.e.medina.mil@mail.mil
Co-Chair - Mr Joseph G. Smith, Sr Principal Systems Engineer, Raytheon Missile Systems, 520-545-9657, joseph.g2.smith@raytheon.com
Co-Chair - Sang Min Sok, US Army, smsok@nps.edu
Co-Chair - Sharon S Wagner, Senior Operations Research Analyst, TRADOC Analysis Center, 913-684-9247, sharon.s.wagner.civ@mail.mil
Co-Chair - Ms. Sharon S Wagner, (913) 773-8494, sharon.s.wagner@us.army.mil
Advisor - Mr Robert Steele, Research Analysts, TRAC-Ft. Leavenworth, (913) 684-9263, robert.h.steele8.civ@mail.mil

WG 12 Maritime Operations
Chair - Kimberly Ten Broeck, NSWC PCD, (850) 636-6040, kimberly.tenbroeck@navy.mil
Co-Chair - Dr. Richard J. Haberlin, Jr, Principal Modeling/Simulation Engineer, The MITRE Corporation, 904-742-7624, rjhaberlin@comcast.net
Co-Chair - Jonathan Millhollon, (850)636-6492, jonathan.millhollon@navy.mil
Co-Chair - Mr Stephen Morris, (850) 230-7364, stephen.n.morris@navy.mil
Co-Chair - Ms. Jennifer Srigley, NSWC PCD, jensrig@gmail.com
Advisor - Ms. Kristin Gooch, Analyst, NSWC PCD, (850) 235-5620, kristin.gooch@navy.mil
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WG 13 Power Projection and Strike
Chair - Mr. Kenneth A. Amster, Lead, Tomahawk Test, Naval Air Warfare Center, Weapons Division, (760) 446-2124, kenneth.amster@navy.mil

Chair - Ms. Laura D Guay, Human Capital Management Analyst, USAF / REPX, (407) 694-0192, laura.d.guay.civ@mail.mil

Chair - Mr. Bruce Schneider, Systems Analyst, (240) 228-9532, bruce.schneider@jhuapl.edu

Co-Chair - Michael Alcantara, (301) 342-8284, michael.alcantara@navy.mil

Co-Chair - Dr. Craig Ewing, Core Technical Competency Lead for M&S, AFRL Munitions Directorate, (850) 678-7539, craig.ewing@us.af.mil

Co-Chair - Dr. Thomas L. Fariss, BAE Systems, (603) 885-9012, thomas.l.fariss@baesystems.com

Co-Chair - Ms Linda Lamberson, Air Force Research Laboratory, (505) 846-9414, linda.lamberson@us.af.mil

Co-Chair - LtCol [Retired] David L Lyle, (407) 356-9687, david.lyle@lmco.com

Co-Chair - Mr. Robert J. Mount, (760) 939-8386, robert.mount@navy.mil

Co-Chair - Donnie Saunders, (312) 656-8774, donnie.saunders@us.af.mil

Co-Chair - Kathryn Sprouse, kathryn.d.sprouse@raytheon.com

Co-Chair - Todd Van Woerkom, (937) 255-8581, tvanwoerkom@infoscitex.com

Advisor - Mr. Kenneth A. Amster, Lead, Tomahawk Test, Naval Air Warfare Center, Weapons Division, (760) 446-2124, kenneth.amster@navy.mil
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**WG 14 Air Warfare**
Chair - Kristi Greenwell, Operational Analyst, IST, kgreenwell@infoscitex.com  
Co-Chair - Mr. Trevor Bihl, (937) 255-3636 (7529), trevor.bihl.ctr@afit.edu  
Co-Chair - Col Jonathan Hamill, PhD, Deputy Director, HAF/A9F, (571) 256-2094, todd.hamill@gmail.com  
Co-Chair - Shuowen Hu, Electronics Engineer, US Army Research Laboratory, 301-394-2526, shuowen.hu.civ@mail.mil  
Co-Chair - Maj Margret "Maggie" T. Martin, Operations Research Analyst, National Air & Space Intelligence Center, 937-522-4943, margret.martin@us.af.mil  
Co-Chair - Todd Paciencia, AF/A9, todd.j.paciencia.mil@mail.mil  
Co-Chair - Mr. Gary Wedgewood, Chief IADS Performance Analysis Flight, (937) 522-4922, gary.wedgewood@wpafb.af.mil  
Advisor - David M Panson, david.panson@wpafb.af.mil  
Advisor - Mr. Ralph Urch, Consultant, (757) 764-1740, urch_ralph@bah.com

**WG 15 Casualty Estimation and Force Health Protection**
Chair - Mr. Edwin William DSouza, Statistician, Naval Health Research Center, 760-822-4329, edwin.w.dsoouza.ctr@mail.mil  
Co-Chair - CPT Nathaniel D. Bastian, PhD, Healthcare Operations Research Analyst, U.S. Army Medical Department, (570) 809-3619, nathaniel.bastian@fulbrightmail.org  
Co-Chair - Mr. Trevor Alan Elkins, Naval Health Research Center, (619) 767-4559, trevor.a.elkins.ctr@mail.mil  
Advisor - Jonathan Davis, Teledyne Brown Engineering, jdavis0352@gmail.com
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**WG 16 Strategic Deployment and Distribution**
Chair - Mrs. Lee Ann Rutledge, Operational Analyst, United States Air Force, (937) 904-6523, lee.rutledge@us.af.mil

Co-Chair - Mr. Vince Raska, Air Force Research Laboratory (AFRL), vincent.raska@us.af.mil

Co-Chair - Major Jill Schofield, USAF, Acting Chief, Ops Support Division (TCAC-O), USTRANSCOM Joint Distribution Processing Analysis Center (JDPAC), (618)-220-6204, jill.a.schofield2.mil@mail.mil

Co-Chair - Elizabeth Shaw, USTRANSCOM JDPAC, 618-220-5240, elizabeth.a.shaw43.civ@mail.mil

Co-Chair - Major Bryan Sparkman, Mobility Analyst, USTRANSCOM, bryan.t.sparkman.mil@mail.mil

Co-Chair - Dr. Charles N. Van Groningen, Argonne National Laboratory, (630) 252-5308, vang@anl.gov

Co-Chair - John Wait, DLA’s Office of Operations Research and Resource Analysis (DORRA), 804-279-3372, john.wait@dla.mil

Advisor - Mr. Ronald Gregory Carl, Operations Research Analyst, SDDCTEA, (618) 220-5175, ronald.g.carl.civ@mail.mil

**WG 17 Logistics, Reliability and Maintainability**
Chair - Mr. Bob McCormick, Operations Research Analyst, Air Force Sustainment Center, (937) 904-1388, bobby.mccormick.1@us.af.mil

Co-Chair - Dr. Marvin Arostegui, LMI, marvin.arostegui.1.ctr@us.af.mil

Co-Chair - Amy Bednar, amy.e.bednar@usace.army.mil

Co-Chair - Mr. Thomas T. Collipi, Technical Fellow, Northrop Grumman Aerospace Systems, (321) 951-6528, tom.collipi@ngc.com

Co-Chair - Liz Comar, HQ AFMC/A9A, 937-257-6920, elizabeth.comar@us.af.mil

Co-Chair - Ms. Carol DeZwarte, CANA Advisors, (703) 300-6808, nygala@yahoo.com

Co-Chair - Joshua Gratsch, HQ AFMC/A9A, 937-257-4535, joshua.gratsch.1@us.af.mil

Co-Chair - Mr. David Sax

Advisor - Dr. Joseph E Boyett, Jr, (334) 313-3361, jody.boyett@usa.net

Advisor - Dr. David A. Fulk, LMI, (757) 225-7672, dfulk@lmi.org
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WG 18 Manpower and Personnel
Chair - LTC Charles Weko, III, (814) 207-2808, charles.w.weko.mil@mail.mil
Co-Chair - Dr. Bart Emil Bennett, Senior Operations Researcher, The RAND Corporation, (805) 499-6249, bart_bennett@rand.org
Co-Chair - Phillip Compean, Executive Officer, Army National Guard, 703 601 6736, phillip.t.compean.mil@mail.mil
Co-Chair - LTC Todd Minners, Branch Chief, Army G1, (703) 695-5389, toddboar@yahoo.com
Advisor - Dr. Jerry Diaz, USAF (Ret), Chief, Force Mgt Analysis Div, USAF, (571) 344-8481
Advisor - Dr. Kevin John Loy, USA (Ret), Senior Operations Research Analyst, US Army Manpower Analysis Agency, 703-298-2242, theloys@sbcglobal.net

WG 19 Readiness
Chair - David Hudak, COL, HQDA DCS G-3/5/7, 703-614-9805, david.hudak.mil@mail.mil
Co-Chair - Mr. Terry C Dudley, (513) 748-0104
Co-Chair - Mr. Carlton Hill, Director Force Generation Assessment Branch, Office of Naval Operations, (703) 695-8436, carlton.hill@navy.mil
Co-Chair - Ryan R. Squires, US Army, ryan.r.squires.mil@mail.mil
Advisor - Joseph F Adams, Institute for Defense Analyses, 2029571283, jadams@ida.org

WG 20 Analytic Support to Training and Education
Chair - LtCol [Retired] John J Nelson, Engility, (913) 297-0819, john.nelson@engilitycorp.com
Co-Chair - Dr. Linda McGurn, Associate Researcher, University of Kansas, (913) 226-3786, linda.mcgurn@ku.edu
Advisor - Ms. Maria L. Minchew, (913) 828-5966, mminchew@drc.com
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WG 21 Operational Energy

Chair - Nadine E. Miner, Ph.D., Modeling, Simulation and Optimization for Military Applications, Sandia National Laboratories, (505) 844-9990, neminer@sandia.gov

Chair - Major Jason P Williams, PhD, Chief, Analysis Branch, USAF, DSN 312-223-8757, jason.williams.7@us.af.mil

Co-Chair - Mark Earnesty, Ops Research Analyst, Marine Corps Systems Command, mark.earnesty@usmc.mil

Co-Chair - Leah Guzowski, FS, Energy Security Lead, Argonne National Laboratory, 6302528094, lguzowski@anl.gov

Co-Chair - Dr. John R. Hummel, FS, Argonne National Laboratory, (630) 252-7189, jhummel@anl.gov

Co-Chair - Captain David M Smalenberger, Ph.D., Chief, Strategic Modeling & Simulations, Air Force, 9377605137, david.smalenberger@gmail.com

Advisor - MAJ Matt G. Dorsey, Operations Research Analyst, DTRA, (703) 781-0630, matt.g.dorsey.mil@mail.mil

Advisor - Frank Mindrup, francis.mindrup@usafa.edu

Advisor - Mr. Alan S Nanco, Manager, Sandia National Laboratories, 505-845-9147, asnanco@sandia.gov

Advisor - Mr. Daniel B. Widdis, (702) 997-3434, widdisd@ctc.com

WG 23 Measures of Merit

Chair - Ms. Michelle Meier, Operations Research Analyst, TRADOC Analysis Center, michelle.m.meier.civ@mail.mil

Co-Chair - Dr. Samar K Guharay, (703) 983-1787, sguharay@mitre.org

Co-Chair - Mr. Dominic Gerard Johnson, Operations Research Analyst, TRADOC Analysis Center (TRAC), (913) 684-9206, dominic.g.johnson.civ@mail.mil

Co-Chair - Ms. Kay LaFate, MCCDC OAD, kurtrease.lafate@usmc.mil

Co-Chair - Mr. Michael T Lewis, Operations Research Analyst, AF/A9, (571) 256-7686, michael.t.lewis88.civ@mail.mil

Co-Chair - Mr. Dennis Stanton, (913) 684-5755, dennis.d.stanton.civ@mail.mil

Co-Chair - Paul C Theobald, Operations Research Analyst, TRADOC Analysis Center, paul.c.theobald.civ@mail.mil

Co-Chair - Dr. Paul M. Thompson, (703) 966-9567, pthompso@ida.org

Advisor - Ms. Kerry Lenninger, Operations Research Analyst, (913) 684-9157, kerry.i.lenninger.civ@mail.mil
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WG 24 Test and Evaluation (T&E)
Chair - Ricketa Clifton, ricketa.n.clifton.civ@mail.mil
Co-Chair - Ms. Lynn A Coles, (707) 767-3376, lynn.coles@us.army.mil
Co-Chair - Dr. Luis A. Cortes, The MITRE Corporation, (951) 284-9994, lcortes@mitre.org
Co-Chair - Mr. Donald H. Timian, ATEC, (571) 216-3679, donald.h.timian.civ@mail.mil
Advisor - Mr. Chen K. Lai, (410) 278-2320, chen.k.lai.civ@mail.mil

WG 25 Analysis of Alternatives (AoA)
Chair - Jennifer Lizzol, OAS, 554-3999, jennifer.lizzol@us.af.mil
Co-Chair - Bruce Riggins, The Boeing Company, 562 308 8653, bruce.riggins@boeing.com
Advisor - Mr. Jeffrey Robert Erikson, (505) 846-8326, jeff.erikson@kirtland.af.mil

WG 26 Cost Analysis
Chair - Mr. John Moskowitz, Ships Division Branch Head, Naval Center for Cost Analysis, (703) 604-3482, john.moskowitz@navy.mil
Co-Chair - Mrs. Shirley Bergstrom, Booz Allen Hamilton, bergstrom_shirley@bah.com
Co-Chair - Meghan L Connelly, (703) 604-1525, meghan.connelly@navy.mil
Co-Chair - Nicholas Aaron Lanham, Aviation and Software Cost Analyst, (703) 604-1525, nicholas.lanham@navy.mil
Co-Chair - Richard D Mabe, Technical Advisor, Air Force Cost Analysis Agency, (240)612-5574, richard.d.mabe.civ@mail.mil
Co-Chair - Mr. Praful J Patel, Senior Operation Reserach Analyst, Naval Center for Cost Analysis (NCCA), 703-604-3510, praful.patel@navy.mil
Co-Chair - Ms. Victoria Premaza, Engineer, Department of Energy, 2025867358, victoria.premaza@hq.doe.gov
Co-Chair - Mr. Mick Rovenstine, Power Ten, Inc., 5712251102, mick.rovenstine@powerteninc.com
Advisor - Bruce Riggins, The Boeing Company, 562 308 8653, bruce.riggins@boeing.com
Advisor - Mrs. Randi Vannyhuis, Cost Analysis Section Lead, USMC, 360-929-9843, randi.vannyhuis@gmail.com
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**WG 27 Decision Analysis**
Chair - Dr. Scott Evans Willette, Cost Analysis Team Lead, Senior Operations Research Analyst, Goldbelt
Glacier Health Services, 703-614-8712, scott.willette@gbg-hs.com

Co-Chair - Mr. Adrian Benson, (540) 653-1884, adrian.s.benson.civ@mail.mil

Co-Chair - Major Stephen Felts, Operations Research Analyst, Marine Corps Systems Command, 703-432-6004, stephen.r.felts@usmc.mil

Co-Chair - Ms. Launa Jennings, Operations Research Analyst, Marine Corps Systems Command, 5402260408, launa.jennings@usmc.mil

Co-Chair - Mrs. Kirstin D Smead, Operations Research Analyst, TRAC-WSMR, (575) 678-5966, kirstin.d.smead.civ@mail.mil

**WG 28 Modeling and Simulation**
Chair - Mr. Andrew F. Jensen, III, Operations Research Analyst, USMC, (703) 432-8231, andrew.jensen@usmc.mil

Chair - ENS Daniel S Jensen, (509) 954-0650, ofc73072@usna.edu

Co-Chair - Mr. Curtis L. Blais, Faculty Associate - Research, Naval Postgraduate School, (575) 652-3354, clblais@nps.edu

Co-Chair - Ms. Brittlea S. Brown, Operations Research Analyst, Marine Corps OAD, brittlea.brown@gmail.com

Co-Chair - Mr. Robert Hayden, Marine Corps Operations Analysis Division, (703) 432-8326, robert.hayden@usmc.mil

Co-Chair - Chana Kuhns, chana.kuhns@usmc.mil

Co-Chair - Mr. John Ryle Lawson, III, (703) 784-3236, john.r.lawson.ctr@usmc.mil

Co-Chair - Mr. Adam Martin, Operations Research Analyst, US Naval Supply Systems Command, 717-605-1067, adam.martin2@navy.mil

Co-Chair - Mr. Ted W. Roofner, MCCDC/Operations Analysis Division, (703) 784-0435, ted.roofner@usmc.mil

Co-Chair - Ms. Antoinette Smith, Operations Research Analyst, Marine Corps Operations Analysis Division, (703) 784-0434, antoinette.m.smith@usmc.mil

Co-Chair - Mr. John Young, The MITRE Corporation, 703-889-0934, joyoung3@gmail.com

Advisor - Mr Paul Nicholas, Operations Research Analyst, U.S. Marine Corps, 703-740-6093, paul.nicholas@usmc.mil
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WG 29 Computational Advances in OR
Chair - Dr. Andrew J. Turner, Senior Systems Engineer, MITRE, andrew.turner22@gmail.com
Co-Chair - Dr. Jean Charles Domercant, Research Engineer II, Georgia Tech, 4048231962, jdomercant3@gatech.edu
Co-Chair - Dr. Mitchell Kerman, Director of Program Development and Transition, Systems Engineering Research Center, (201) 618-4453
Co-Chair - Mr. Jonah Sonnenshein, (858) 794-3508, sonnen@ca.metsci.com
Advisor - Mrs. Ashley N Dennie, Mrs., Operations Research Analyst, Marine Corps Operational Test and Evaluation Activity, 5402874989, ashley.dennie@usmc.mil

WG 30 Wargaming
Chair - Mr. Scott D. Simpkins, Adversarial Mathematician, JHU Applied Physics Laboratory, 443-778-3718, scott.simpkins@jhuapl.edu
Co-Chair - Dr. Jean Charles Domercant, Research Engineer II, Georgia Tech, 4048231962, jdomercant3@gatech.edu
Co-Chair - Mr. Chad Hinsch, (540) 653-3859, chinsch@jwac.mil
Co-Chair - Mr. Michael Kierzewski, Branch Chief, US Army RDECOM, Edgewood Chemical Biological Center (ECBC), 410-436-5408, michael.o.kierzewski.civ@mail.mil
Co-Chair - Mr. Michael A. Ottenberg, Booz Allen Hamilton, (703) 476-0132, Michael.a.ottenberg.ctr@mail.mil
Co-Chair - Mr. Adam Szymanski, (630) 252-2928, szymanski@anl.gov
Advisor - Mr. Michael W. Garrambone, FS, Military Operations Research Analyst, InfoSciTex Corporation: A DCS Company, 937-233-3255, mgarrambone@aol.com
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WG 31 Operational Environments
Chair - Dr. John R. Hummel, FS, Argonne National Laboratory, (630) 252-7189, jhummel@anl.gov
Co-Chair - Mr. Vernon J. Bahm, Operations Research Analyst, Center for Army Analysis, (703) 806-6642, vernon.j.bahm.civ@mail.mil
Co-Chair - Mrs Glenda Brandon, IT Specialist, ERDC, 601-634-2123, Glenda.M.Brandon@erdc.dren.mil
Co-Chair - Dr. John R. Hummel, FS, Argonne National Laboratory, (630) 252-7189, jhummel@anl.gov
Co-Chair - Mr. David McInnis, david.p.mcinnis@erdc.dren.mil
Co-Chair - Dr. Joyce Anne Mechling, Research Engineer, US Army Engineer Research and Development Center, 603-646-4161, Joyce.A.Mechling@usace.army.mil
Co-Chair - Mr. Adam Szymanski, (630) 252-2928, szymanski@anl.gov
Advisor - Mrs. Victoria D. Moore, Supervisory General Engineer, USACE Engineer Research and Development Center, (601) 634-4636, victoria.d.moore@us.army.mil

WG 32 Special Operations and Irregular Warfare
Chair - LTC Christian Teutsch, Political Military Analyst, J8/SAGD, (703) 695-2020, christian.g.teutsch.mil@mail.mil
Co-Chair - Mr. Vernon J. Bahm, Operations Research Analyst, Center for Army Analysis, (703) 806-6642, vernon.j.bahm.civ@mail.mil
Co-Chair - LtCol [Retired] Loren G. Eggen, Senior Operations Analyst, US AFRICOM, (DSN) (314) 421-5018, loren.g.eggen.civ@mail.mil
Co-Chair - Mr. Steven Heinlein, Operations Research Analyst, Center for Army Analysis, (703) 806-5359, steven.e.heinlein.civ@mail.mil
Advisor - Ms. Renee G. Carlucci, Chief, Resource Analysis Division, Center for Army Analysis, (703) 806-5617, renee.g.carlucci.civ@mail.mil
Advisor - Mr. William J. Inserra, OR Analyst, USMC, (703) 432-8182, william.inserra@usmc.mil
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**WG 33 Social Science Methods and Applications**
Chair - Dr. Deborah Vakas Duong, Computational Social Scientist, Agent Based Learning Systems, (571) 276-8270, dduong@agentbasedlearningsystems.com

Co-Chair - Mr. Vernon J. Bahm, Operations Research Analyst, Center for Army Analysis, (703) 806-6642, vernon.j.bahm.civ@mail.mil

Co-Chair - Elizabeth Bartels, elizabeth.bartels@ndu.edu

Co-Chair - Mr. Brandon Shapiro, Institute for Defense Analyses, (703) 845-6869, bshapiro@ida.org

Advisor - Dr. John R. Hummel, FS, Argonne National Laboratory, (630) 252-7189, jhummel@anl.gov

**DWG1 Human Behavior and Performance**
Chair - Ms. Laura D Guay, Human Capital Management Analyst, USAF / REPX, (407) 694-0192, laura.d.guay.civ@mail.mil

Co-Chair - Mr Tom Hughes, Infoscitex, thughes@infoscitex.com

Advisor - Mr. Eugene P. Visco, FS, Senior Operations Analyst, Lockheed Martin Missiles & Fire Control, (239) 464-1441, eugene.visco@lmco.com

**DWG2 Unmanned Systems**
Chair - Mr Larry S. Bulanda, Sr Professional Staff, JHUAPL, (240) 228-8705, larry.bulanda@jhuapl.edu

Co-Chair - Thomas Athanasas, Thomas.athanasas@jhuapl.edu

Co-Chair - Mr. Russell Gottfried, Advanced Programs OA, Lockheed Martin, (408) 718-6509, russell.gottfried@lmco.com

Co-Chair - Mr. Tom Karnezos, Pennsylvania State University Applied Research Laboratory, (814) 867-3287, tck143@arl.psu.edu

Co-Chair - Eric Rose, Johns Hopkins Applied Physics Lab, eric.rose@jhuapl.edu

Co-Chair - Dr. Thomas Wettergren, Senior Technologist for Operational and Information Science, (401) 832-1559, thomas.wettergren@navy.mil

Advisor - Mr. Scott R. Swinsick, Associate Technical Fellow-Operations Analysis, (480) 891-8429, scott.swinsick@boeing.com

**DWG3 Emerging Operations Research**
Chair - Sarah E Harrop, ORSA, Center for Army Analysis, 7038065689, sarah.e.harrop.civ@mail.mil

Chair - Mrs. Randi Vannyhuis, Cost Analysis Section Lead, USMC, 360-929-9843, randi.vannyhuis@gmail.com
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**FG1 Analysis Status and Gaps for Military Autonomous Complex Adaptive Systems**

Chair - Mr. Eugene P. Visco, FS, Senior Operations Analyst, Lockheed Martin Missiles & Fire Control, (239) 464-1441, eugene.visco@lmco.com

Chair - Dr. George Mark Waltensperger, Chief Analyst, Lockheed Martin, (407) 356-2528, george.waltensperger@lmco.com
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Chair - Chair Sample, MORS, susan@mors.org